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Learning Cycle 1 

 
 

September 

2 3 4 5 6  

9 10 11 12 13 Teaching week 1 

16 17 18 19 20 Teaching week 2 

23 24 25 26 27 Teaching week 3 

 
 

October 

30 1 2 3 4 Teaching week 4 

7 8 9 10 11 Teaching week 5 

14 15 16 17 18 Teaching week 6 

21 22 23 24 25 Inset/Half term 

28 29 30 31 1 Half term 

 
November 

4 5 6 7 8 Teaching week 7 

11 12 13 14 15 Assessment Week 

18 19 20 21 22 Super Teach Week 

 

 Cycle 1 in English will focus on different non-fiction text types. 

 The knowledge organiser sets out the most important facts and 

information that you need to know to study this topic. 

 Everything you need to answer the tasks is either in the knowledge 

organiser, or will have been covered in lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful Websites 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zqtwnbk/revision/1 

https://www.bbc.com/teach/skillswise/types-of-texts/z7g9f4j 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zyydjxs/revision/1 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zqtwnbk/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/teach/skillswise/types-of-texts/z7g9f4j
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zyydjxs/revision/1
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Technique 
 

Definition 

Power of three Using a list of three points in a row 

Emotive Language Words or phrases that make the audience or reader 
feel an emotion  

Rhetorical Question A question where an answer is not expected or 
would be inappropriate  

Statistics Using numbers/data 
 

Undermine the opposition To weaken the opposing appoint of view  (in advance 
of it being said) 

Alliteration Two or more words in a row beginning with the 
same letter 

Direct Address Directly addressing the audience or reader ‘ You’  

Exaggeration Making something sound better or worse than it 
really is 

For every text we look at during this unit, you will 

need to identify the GAP.  

Genre - what type of text should you be writing? 

Audience - who will be reading your text? 

Purpose – why are you writing your text? 

These are the techniques writers use to PERSUADE 

 

What is the difference between fiction and non-

fiction texts? 

Fiction – this refers to any narrative that is 

derived from the imagination 

Non-fiction – this is writing that is informative or 

factual rather than made up. 

There are a range of forms for non-fiction 

including: 

 Information leaflets 

 Newspaper or magazine articles 

 Letters 

 Travel writing 

 Autobiographies and biographies 

 Company websites 

 Advertisements and advertorials 

 Instruction manuals 

 Film and book reviews 

 Recipe books 

 

 

Why do people write non-fiction text types? 

To entertain – to make the reader enjoy reading 
To persuade – to change a reader’s opinion 
To advise – to help people decide what to do 
To analyse – to break down something to help people to 
understand it better 
To argue – to make the case for something 
To describe – to give details about a person, place, event or 
thing 
To explain – to make clear why or how something works 
To inform – to tell a reader about something 
To instruct – to tell a reader how to do something 
 

Knowledge Organiser 
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Article 
• A clear, apt original title 
• Subheadings 
• Your name as writer at top or bottom  
• An introductory (overview) paragraph 
• Paragraphs- one for each new point – organised and 

connected 
• Formal tone 
• Facts and figures – articles should be more factual 

than opinionated 
• Humour where appropriate  (magazine articles) 
• PERSUADE features 
• Similes/ metaphors 
• Subtle opinions supported clearly with evidence  
• Use of interviews 
• Use of eye witnesses/ expert opinions 

• Typically 3
rd

 person   

Speeches 

 Opening address and welcome to 
audience 

 Appropriate mode of sign off/ thanking 
audience 

 Strong opening statement – emotive, often 
using rhetorical questions 

 Clear sense of purpose (often to 
persuade) 

 Mostly formal language, although humour 
may be used according to purpose and 
topic 

 Use of personal stories and anecdotes 
 Metaphors and similes  
 Direct address to audience “you”, “we” 
 Use of PERSUADE features 
 Careful paragraphing- one for each point  
 Connectives- furthermore, as a result, in 

addition etc. 

Information Leaflet 

 Clear, apt, original title 

 First paragraph to sum up the topic/ 

 Organisational devices such as subheadings or boxes 

 Bullet points 

 Connectives to join ideas 

 Facts and figures (make up!) 

 Intriguing words- interesting words/ phrases- adjectives/ 

adverbs etc 

 Details of whatever the subject is 

 Similes and other language devices where appropriate. 

Plenty of description. 

 Clearly organised- categories and eye catching 

appearance 

 

Formal Letters 

 Use of addresses 
 Date 
 Formal mode of address 
 Appropriate mode of sign off 
 Strong opening paragraph 
 Clear sense of purpose 
 Formal language (no slang) 
 Metaphors and similes  
 Use of PERSUADE features 
 Careful paragraphing- one for each point  
 Connectives- furthermore, as a result, in 

addition etc… 
 Biased opinions- because it is a personal 

letter and therefore persuasive: you put your 
opinion across only. It is ONE SIDED. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During this unit we will be looking at a range of different fiction and non-fiction text 

types. The four that we will look at in detail in class are listed below 

 

Simile - where two things are 

directly compared because they 

share a common feature. The 

word AS or LIKE is used to 

compare the two words. Eg. As 

cold AS a dog's nose. 
Repetition - repeats the same 

words or phrases a few times to 

make an idea clearer and more 

memorable. 

Imperatives - verbs used to give 

orders, commands, warning or 

instructions. 

Alliteration - the occurrence of 

the same letter or sound at the 

beginning of adjacent or closely 

connected words. 

Metaphor – this also compares 

two things, but it does so more 

directly WITHOUT using as or 

like. 

These aren’t the only techniques writers use to persuade. There are more listed below. 

You may notice that some of these techniques can also be used in fiction texts.  

Flattery – excessive or insincere 

praise.  
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Week 1 – look at page 3 of the knowledge organiser if you need help with this. 

Task 1: Define fiction and non-fiction.  

Non-fiction definition - _______________________________________________ 

Fiction definition - __________________________________________________ 

 

Task 2: Look at the list of texts below. Tick the four non-fiction text types.  

 

Task 3: Identify the GAP (genre, audience and purpose) of the following tasks.  

Write a letter persuading your head teacher to let you leave at 1pm on a Friday. 

G _________________________________________________________________________  

A_________________________________________________________________________  

P_________________________________________________________________________  

Write a leaflet informing students about summer holiday activities. 

G _________________________________________________________________________  

A_________________________________________________________________________  

P_________________________________________________________________________  

Write an article to persuade teenagers that they should recycle more. 

G _________________________________________________________________________  

A_________________________________________________________________________  

P_________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone  

A letter to Mr Coles about school uniform  

A cupcake recipe book  

A description of a magical cave  

The Hunger Games  

An Alton Towers leaflet  

A newspaper article about Katy Perry  

Parent/ carer comments: 
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Week 2 

Your Task: Read the article and then select the four true statements that are listed below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zayn dislikes his father.   

Zayn’s anxiety only affects him mildly.   

Zayn’s father does not have strong values.   

Zayn’s father cared about his education   

Zayn wishes to do well for his father.   

Zayn wants to show his father, and other people in the world, what he is 
capable of.  

 

Zayn wishes he never left One Direction.  

Zayn’s father can speak at least two different languages.   

 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 

 

Zayn Malik says he wanted to earn his dad’s approval with solo album. 
 

Zayn Malik has opened up about recording debut solo album Mind Of Mine and revealed how he was 

intent on gaining the seal of approval from one person: his dad. 

 

In an extract of his upcoming autobiography, obtained by Rolling Stone, Zayn spoke candidly about 

album track Intermission Flower – which is recorded entirely in Urdu as a heartfelt nod to his father’s 

native tongue. Describing the track, which Zayn recorded with in-demand producer Malay, the former 

One Direction star wrote, ‘One day when I was working with Malay, we got to talking about my dad. I 

was telling Malay about my relationship with him and how important it was for me to do well for him, to 

earn his approval.  

 

‘My dad’s a hard worker and he has strong values… He used to go on at me all the time about being a 

good student and getting the right education. He wanted the best for me, and I wanted to please him in 

return. I wanted to show him, as much as everyone else, that I could do it, and once the tracks started 

coming together with Malay and a number of other producers I’d been working with, I began to feel that 

I was really able to express myself vocally; I hoped my parents were going to see it from my side.’ 

 

But while the song is a heartfelt tribute to his family – Zayn has been given little opportunity to perform 

the song as he continues to fight a crippling battle with anxiety.  The singer’s struggle with the condition 

forced him to cancel a headline performance at London’s Summertime Ball in June, and also shelve a 

scheduled charity gig in Dubai. He has several performances coming up across the UK: Manchester, 

Cardiff, Leicester and Bristol. Here’s hoping that we get to hear his silky smooth vocals on stage pretty 

soon. 
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Week 3 - look at page 3 of the knowledge organiser if you need help with this.  

Task 1: Write the definitions for each of the PERSUADE techniques. 

Technique Definition  

Power of three 
 

 

Emotive language 
 

 

Rhetorical Question 
 

 

Statistics 
 

 

Undermine the opposition 
 

 

Anecdote 
 

 

Direct address 
 

 

Exaggeration  
 

 

 

Task 2: Look at the examples below. Can you identify the correct technique to match the 

correct example?  

Technique Example  

 Is this really the example we should be 
setting? 

 We are dedicated, committed and 
enthusiastic.  

 
 

The band met in college and entered a battle 
of the bands competition. 

 
 

You can make a change. You can do the right 
thing. 

 
 

We are the best band in the world.  

 
 

They are helpless and vulnerable. 

 
 

We write our own music unlike One 
Direction 

 90% of students said that they felt it was the 
right thing to do 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 
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Week 4 - look at page 3 of the knowledge organiser if you need help with this. 

Your Task: Highlight and label as many PERSUADE techniques in the letter as you can.   

Are there any other interesting features you can highlight?  

Spring Primary School 
Spring rd. 

London 
L2 3JK 

 
11/09/2018  

Mr Coles  

The Priory Learning Trust 

Weston-Super-Mare 

North Somerset 

BS22 6BP 

 

Dear Mr Coles,  

Having been a pupil at a school in The Priory Learning Trust for the last two years, I feel it is my duty to relate 

to you the feelings of your students towards wearing a school uniform. It has long been felt that wearing a 

school uniform is outdated and impractical. By writing this letter, I hope to convince you to begin negotiations 

on changing this rule and I outline below a number of reasons for doing so. 

A recent survey conducted by the school council identified that an overwhelming majority 79% of pupils would 

prefer to wear their own clothes to school. It is your duty to listen to and consider any opinions of your 

students. As the school council are an elected body by the school, it is important that you take heed of any 

information they discover about the wants and needs of the pupils.  

Secondly, we feel more comfortable and at ease in our own clothes.  If we are constantly fiddling with stiff 

collars, itchy trousers and uncomfortable shoes, this distracts us from the task in hand. Moreover, this  

distracts us from learning. Therefore, wearing our own clothes would improve and lengthen our learning time 

and ultimately improve our achievement. (The school’s position on the league tables would rocket – OFSTED 

would see that this school is working hard and getting results)! 

Finally, our parents would also benefit from us not wearing school uniform. Gone will be the excuses of not 

wearing uniform as it was not washed in time! Wearing our own clothes would mean there would be no lack of 

options. Parents would no longer have the mad Sunday rush of getting our uniforms washed. It would also 

reduce the amount that our parents have to pay towards clothing us. Indeed – the money saved could be put 

towards new books, or stationary resources for our home, so we are able to effectively complete our 

homework.  

As you can see, there are compelling arguments as to why we should be able to abandon their uniforms in 

favour of more cost effective, practical and achievement boosting home clothes. Please consider the points I 

have raised in this letter carefully. My fellow students and I look forward to hearing your response 

Yours Sincerely 

A Student 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 
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Week 5 

Your Task: Read the article about Glastonbury festival and answer the questions that 

follow. There are questions on the next page too! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Identify the GAP of this text. 

G __________________________________________________________________ 

A____________________________________________________________________  

P____________________________________________________________________  

 

2. The sale of what was banned at the festival? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

Glastonbury Festival is over for another year, with the clean-up operation getting under way. 

Climate change and the environment was the theme of this year's festival, which banned the sale of single-use plastic 

bottles. 

On Sunday Sir David Attenborough took to the Pyramid Stage to praise festival-goers for using less plastic. However, 

photographs of the clear-up show thousands of discarded bottles and other items of waste. Co-founder Emily Eavis said 

the "most eye-opening part of the weekend for me was not seeing any plastic bottles in the bins or on the ground". 

Urging people not to leave tents on the site, Ms Eavis added: "I think people are really starting to understand how 

important it is to treat the land with respect, and to stop living a disposable lifestyle." 

The on-site recycling team confirmed this saying it has seen "a massive reduction in the amount of plastic on the site this 

year - the least ever seen, by a distance". 

Photos of the aftermath look to contradict this claim, however, with some revellers reported as saying that "disgusting" 

amounts of rubbish were piling up at the festival, shaming fellow attendees. 

The festival team pointed out there was never a ban on the public bringing their own plastic bottles on site and said all 

plastic and cans will be recycled at the on-site recycling centre. 

"We feel that the public very much bought into our campaign to reduce, reuse and recycle and we're very pleased with 

the results," a spokesperson said. 

To huge cheers, Sir David hailed festival-goers for cutting plastic use, saying: "That is more than a million bottles of water 

that have not been drunk by you. Thank you. Thank you." made an appearance at the Pyramid Stage 

In total, 45 tonnes of aluminium cans were processed on site, while 4,500 litres of cooking oil was turned into biofuel. 

More than 1,300 recycling volunteers are at Glastonbury Festival each year, while more than 10,000 trees have been 

planted locally since 2000. This year, there were 850 water points on the 900-acre site, with 37 WaterAid refill kiosks. 

About 40% of festival-goers travel to Glastonbury using public transport. 
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3. What was the name of the Stage that David Attenbourough took to? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

4. Who was quoted as saying the "most eye-opening part of the weekend for me was 

not seeing any plastic bottles in the bins or on the ground".  

 

____________________________________________________________ 

5. What percentage of visitors used public transport to travel to the festival? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

6. Find another example of statistics used in the article. 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 
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Week 6   

You will need four different colours for this week’s task. You may need to recap the 

different techniques – they can be found in the knowledge organiser on page 4.  

1. In one colour highlight or underline any similes 

2. In another colour highlight or underline any metaphors 

3. In another colour highlight or underline any examples of alliteration 

4. In another colour highlight or underline any examples of repetition 

5. Label anything else you think is effective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 

 

Katy Perry - Roar 

I used to bite my tongue and hold my breath 

Scared to rock the boat and make a mess 

So I sat quietly, agreed politely 

I guess that I forgot I had a choice 

I let you push me past the breaking point 

I stood for nothing, so I fell for everything 

You held me down, but I got up (hey!) 
Already brushing off the dust 
You hear my voice, you hear that sound 
Like thunder, gonna shake the ground 
You held me down, but I got up 
Get ready 'cause I had enough 
I see it all, I see it now 
I got the eye of the tiger, a fighter 
Dancing through the fire 
'Cause I am a champion, and you're gonna hear me roar 
Louder, louder than a lion 
'Cause I am a champion, and you're gonna hear me roar! 
 
You're gonna hear me roar! 
Now I'm floating like a butterfly 
Stinging like a bee I earned my stripes 
I went from zero, to my own hero 
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Week 7 

Let’s see how much you have learned about non-fiction text types during this unit. Remember to 

use the knowledge organiser if you get stuck.  

1. List five non-fiction text types 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

2. List three purposes of non-fiction text types  

1. 

2. 

3. 

 3. Which text type requires two addresses to be written? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which text type requires you to directly address an audience? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Which PERSUADE technique uses numbers? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Which PERSUADE technique refers to a personal story? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Which PERSUADE technique may require you to say something is a lot better or worse than it 

really is? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parent/ carer comments: 
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Parent/ carer comments: 

 


